
 
 

 

 ITEM NO: 6 

Report To: CARBON REDUCTION PANEL 

Date: 19 January 2012 

Reporting Officer: Ian Saxon – Assistant Executive Director (Environmental 
Services) 

Subject: STALYBRIDGE CIVIC HALL SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC 
SCHEME 

Report Summary: This report reviews the previous scheme as a result of (1) the 
reduction in the size of the scheme requested by the planners 
and (2) a proposal by the Government to reduce Feed-in Tariff 
rates which the scheme relies upon for its financial viability.   

Recommendations: (1) That the Panel note the report. 

(2) The panel express their opinion as to whether we 
should proceed with project given the changes to the 
FiT rates. 

Links to Community Strategy: The reduction of carbon emissions contributes to a more 
sustainable environment and leads to a more Attractive 
Borough, a priority as outlined in the Tameside Sustainable 
Community Strategy 2009-2019. 

Policy Implications: The scheme will assist the council’s activity to reduce carbon 
emissions as set out in our Carbon Management Plan and the 
Low Carbon Tameside Strategy. 

Financial Implications: 

(Authorised by the Borough 
Treasurer) 

The approximate cost of the original scheme was £170k with a 
payback period of 10 years and total savings of £416k over 25 
years. Government changes to Feed in Tariff rates combined 
with a reduction in the size of the proposed scheme means 
that the cost will be reduced to £70k with total savings over the 
25 year period of £169k. 

Funding for this project was secured from the Councils Carbon 
Reduction Fund scheme.  Current budget provision is £170k. 

Legal Implications: 

(Authorised by the Borough 
Solicitor) 

Given the uncertainties over the Feed-in Tarrff It is essential 
that the scheme is delivered by 31 March 2012 so as to fix 
onto the current rates and criteria for a period of 25 years.  It is 
important to demonstrate best value in the procurement of the 
work and the use of the Tameside Investment Partnership will 
demonstrate this.  

Risk Management: Risk Management will be an integral part of the procurement 
process for any solar panels, to protect the Council’s interests.  
Maintenance would be the responsibility of the installation 
company, in the form of annual inspections.  Solar photovoltaic 
panels are self-cleaning and have a design lifespan of 25 
years, but they are expected to last longer as there are no 
moving parts.  The inverter unit (which converts the electricity 
generated to alternating current for use within the building) is 
subject to a 20-year manufacturer’s guarantee.  Panels are 



covered by a 7year manufacturers’ guarantee and up to a 25-
year guarantee of performance (guaranteed to 90% output as 
minimum after 10 years and to 80% output as minimum after 
25 years).  It is recommended that equipment is inspected by a 
qualified electrician after the first 10 years.   See also section 6 
of the report. 

Access to Information: The background papers relating to this report can be inspected 
by contacting the report writer Ian Saxon, Assistant Executive 
Director – Environmental Services by: 

Telephone: 0161 342 3470 

e-mail: ian.saxon@tameside.gov.uk 

 
 

 



 
 

 

                                                

1.    STALYBRIDGE CIVIC HALL SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC PROJECT 
 
1.1 In February 2011, a key decision was made to install a 50kW solar photovoltaic scheme at 

Stalybridge Civic Hall, subject to listed building consent being obtained.   
 
1.2 Planning Permission and Listed Building Consent for the photovoltaic panel installation 

proposal was granted on 28 November 2011, but only for a reduced scheme of 27kW. 
 
1.3  In addition to the size of the scheme being reduced, there are now proposed changes to 

the feed-in tariff scheme which was the income stream identified to fund the installation. 
 
1.4 The purpose of this report is to review the proposed scheme and seek the panel’s views as 

to whether or not this scheme should continue.  A key decision is proposed to be taken on 
31 January.  

 
 
2. FEED IN TARIFFS 
 
2.1 The Feed-in Tariff (FiT) scheme was introduced on 1 April 2010, under powers in the 

Energy Act 2008. Through the use of FiTs, the Department of Energy and Climate Change 
(DECC) had hoped to encourage deployment of additional small-scale low-carbon 
electricity generation, particularly by organisations, businesses, communities and 
individuals that have not traditionally engaged in the electricity generation market. 

 
2.2 The aim was to allow many people to invest in small-scale low-carbon electricity, in return 

for a guaranteed payment from an electricity supplier of their choice for the electricity they 
generate.  In essence the scheme enables people and organisations to reduce their energy 
bills by generating their own electricity and also receive the additional bonus of a payment 
for doing so for a fixed period of 25 years.  

2.3 The uptake of the FiT scheme for solar photovoltaic projects has been much higher than 
DECC expected, partly because the installation cost of solar photovoltaic has dropped by 
approx 30% over the past year.  This has given the Government concern that the entire FiT 
budget may be too generous for on solar photovoltaic schemes and may do thisat the 
expense of other renewable technologies.  This prompted a comprehensive review of the 
FiT scheme for small scale low carbon electricity generation. 

2.4 Proposed FiT Changes 

The following changes are being proposed by the Department for Energy and Climate 
Change: 

 A new lower tariff for a single installation (a drop of approx 50%).  These new tariffs 
would apply to all schemes with an eligibility1 date of 12 December 2011. 

 A new energy efficiency requirement that would mean that schemes with an 
eligibility date of after 1 April 2012 would only recvied the feed in tarrif if the property 
had achieved a certain level of energy efficiency.  This could mean that a building is 
not eligible for a Feed in Tariff unless it has  reached an Energy Performance 
Certificate level of C or taking up all the measures identified as eligible for Green 
Deal finance.  There is some uncertainty as to what form the final changes to the 

 
1 The eligibility date of a project is based on it being commissioned (in working order) and having its request for 
accreditation received by a FIT licensee (schemes up to 50kW) or Ofgem (more than 50kW). 

 

http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/legislation/energy_act_08/energy_act_08.aspx


scheme will take.  Whilst Stalybridge Civic Hall received a C rating on its last 
inspection and is therefore likely to meet the new criterion, this cannot be 
guaranteed.  It will therefore be important to complete installation by the 31 March 
2012. 

 New multi-installation tariff rates for aggregated solar photovoltaic schemes, i.e.  
where a single individual or organisation owns or receives FiTs payments from more 
than one photovoltaic installation, located on different sites.  The new tariff would 
apply to all installs with an eligibility date on or after 1 April 2012.  The new tariffs 
would be set at 80% of the standard tariffs for individual installations.  We 
understand that this means that if we achieve an eligibility date of 31 March 2012  
we will receive the full payment regardless of whether other schemes progress, but 
that that if it is 1 April or later then the feed in tariff for Stalybridge will be reduced if 
the Council undertakes further PV installations. 

 2.5 Many solar power panel projects have been cancelled because of the government’s   
proposal to cut the Feed-in tariff that energy providers pay to those that generate their own 

power. 

Band (kW) 
Pre- December 2011 

generation tariff 
(p/kWh) 

Proposed generation 
tariff (p/kWh) 

Proposed multi 
installation generation 

tariff (p/kWh) (post 
April 2012) 

≤4kW 43.3 21.0 16.8 

>4 - 10kW 37.8 16.8 13.4 

>10 - 50kW 32.9 15.2 12.2 

>50 - 150kW 19.0 12.9 10.3 

>150 - 250kW 15.0 12.9 10.3 

>250kW - 5MW 8.5 8.5 8.5 

 
2.6 The proposed reduction in tariff was proposed to apply to installations with an eligible date 

of 12 December 2011.  This has been the subject of a successful legal challenge by 
Friends of the Earth although plainly that decision may be the subject of a further appeal.  

 

 
3.      SIZE OF STALYBRIDGE PROJECT 
 
3.1    The size of the proposed scheme was reduced from 50kW to 27kW following consultation 

through the planning and listed building consent process.    
 
3.2     The main reason for scaling down the size of the project was as a result of comments and 

feedback received during the first round of consultation where concerns from The Victorian 
Society were raised due to the Civic Hall being located in a Conservation area.   

 
3.3   Following the second round of consultation, it was decided to revise the proposal to locate 

photovoltaic panels on the inner pitches of the roof only, (which are only partly visible from 
street level), and keep the most visible (main) South roof as it is.  As a result. Listed 
building consent was granted. 

 
3.4     Without reducing the size of this project, it is unlikely that the listed building consent would 

have been granted. 
 

 
 



 
 

 

4. HOW DO THESE CHANGES AFFECT THE STAYLBRIDGE CIVIC HALL PROJECT? 
 
 4.1 The costing for the original scheme was approximately £170,000.  The figures produced 

shown in the table below indicated a return on investment would take 9 to 10 years and the 
scheme would make approximately £416,000 over the 25 year period. 

 
4.2 The cost of the revised smaller scheme, according to estimates, will be in the region of 

£70,000 with a return on investment in 5 years and it would make approximately £276,000 
over the 25 year period, using the original FiT rates. 

 
4.3 These proposed changes in the FiT mean that the pay back period on the revised scheme 

will now be 10 years with an estimated excess of £169,000.  It is because of these changes 
we are again going through the key decision process with regards to this project. 

 
4.4 It should be noted that figures supplied in Table 2 below assume that both the FIT and the 

price we pay for electricity will not change.  Inflation has not been taken into account in 
these calculations, given the uncertain nature of the economy at this point in time.  Full 
financial details are shown in appendix 1. 

 
4.5 It should be noted that should installation not be completed and the project registered by 

the 31 March 2012 and the authority decides to implement any other solar pv schemes, the 
rate of FIT we would receive would be further reduced again down to 12.2p per kWh, under 
the multiple installation rule. 

 
            Table 2: Differences in financial performance following proposed changes to the FIT 

rates. 
 Original 

Scheme 
(50kW) on 

original FiT 

27kW Scheme 
on original FiT 

27kW Scheme 
on proposed 

FiT 

27kW Scheme 
on multi – 

installation FiT 

Estimated Cost £170,000 £70,000 £70,000 £70,000 
Payback Time 10 years 5 years 10 years 12 years 
Total savings 
over 25 years 

£416,000 £276,000 £169,000 £150,000 

 
 
5. PROCUREMENT 
 
5.1 The supply and installation of the scheme will be procured using the Tameside Investment 

Partnership.  
 
5.2 We are assured that the Tameside Investment Partnership will be able to complete 

installation by 31 March 2012. 
 
 
6. RISKS 
 
6.1 That we fail to deliver the scheme by 31 March 2012 and as a result the scheme income 

falls as a result of the introduction of a multi-installation tariff on 1 April 2012 or Stalybridge 
Civic Hall fails to meet new energy performance standards and thus is not entitled to a feed 
in tariff.  It will be seen that it is crucial to deliver the scheme by 1 April 2012 otherwise the 
payback period could fall from 10 to 12 years. If the scheme is not eligible for the feed in 
tariff as a result of the energy efficiency standards then the scheme is not viable at all.  The 
Assistant Executive Director for Environmental Services will ensure that the installation is 
put in place so we can achieve the 31 March 2012 

 



 
 

 

6.2 There is a risk that the new feed in tariff will be less generous than that consulted upon.  
The uncertainty arises from the fact that the DECC’s decision has been the subject of a 
legal challenge by Friends of the Earth.  This has led to further uncertainty. It is unlikely that 
the new FiT will be less favourable than that which has been the subject of consultation, but 
although a further small reduction would not make the scheme unviable. 

 
6.3 There is a risk that the PV cells will fail to generate as much electricity as anticipated as a 

result of poor design or worse than anticipated weather.  This will reduce the performance 
of the scheme since the income received entirely depends on the amount of electricity 
generated. 

 
 
7. RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
7.1 That the panel note the findings of the report. 
 
7.2 The panel express their opinion as to whether we should proceed with project given the 

changes to the FiT rates. 
 
 
 



APPENDIX 1  
 
Financial Calculations. 
 

 

   Income 
From FIT £ 

kWh to be 
purchased 
fro Grid 

estimated 
cost PA of 
electricity 
purchased 
from the 
grid £ 

savings per 
annum com 
2009/10 £ 

Total 
Saving to 
authority 

cumulative 
saving £ 

cash 
flow £ 

   0.329  107157  0.124 13321   -70,000
0 0        
1 27000  8883  80157  9939.468 3381.532 12264.53  12264.53 -57,735
2 26730  8794.17  80427  9972.948 3348.052 12142.22  24406.75 -45,593
3 26463  8706.228  80694.3  10006.09 3314.907 12021.14  36427.89 -33,572
4 26198  8619.166  80958.93  10038.91 3282.093 11901.26  48329.15 -21,671
5 25936  8532.974  81220.91  10071.39 3249.607 11782.58  60111.73 -9,888
6 25677  8447.645  81480.27  10103.55 3217.447 11665.09  71776.82 1,777
7 25420  8363.168  81737.04  10135.39 3185.608 11548.78  83325.6 13,326
8 25166  8279.536  81991.24  10166.91 3154.087 11433.62  94759.22 24,759
9 24914  8196.741  82242.89  10198.12 3122.881 11319.62  106078.8 36,079

10 24665  8114.774  82492.03  10229.01 3091.988 11206.76  117285.6 47,286
11 24492  8057.97  82664.69  10250.42 3070.579 11128.55  128414.2 58,414
12 24321  8001.565  82836.14  10271.68 3049.319 11050.88  139465 69,465
13 24151  7945.554  83006.38  10292.79 3028.209 10973.76  150438.8 80,439
14 23982  7889.935  83175.44  10313.75 3007.246 10897.18  161336 91,336
15 23814  7834.705  83343.31  10334.57 2986.43 10821.14  172157.1 102,157
16 23647  7779.862  83510  10355.24 2965.76 10745.62  182902.7 112,903
17 23481  7725.403  83675.53  10375.77 2945.234 10670.64  193573.4 123,573
18 23317  7671.325  83839.9  10396.15 2924.852 10596.18  204169.6 134,170
19 23154  7617.626  84003.12  10416.39 2904.613 10522.24  214691.8 144,692
20 22992  7564.303  84165.2  10436.48 2884.515 10448.82  225140.6 155,141
21 22831  7511.353  84326.14  10456.44 2864.558 10375.91  235516.5 165,517
22 22671  7458.773  84485.96  10476.26 2844.741 10303.51  245820 175,820
23 22512  7406.562  84644.65  10495.94 2825.063 10231.62  256051.7 186,052
24 22355  7354.716  84802.24  10515.48 2805.522 10160.24  266211.9 196,212
25 22198  7303.233  84958.72  10534.88 2786.118 10089.35  276301.2 206,301

         
 608086  200060.3  2070839  256784 76240.96 276301.2  

Return on investment of the 27kWh scheme with the current FIT of 32.9p 
 

   Income 
From FiT£ 

kWh to be 
purchased 
fro Grid 

estimated 
cost PA of 
electricity 
purchased 
from the 
grid £ 

savings per 
annum com 
2009/10 £ 

Total 
Saving to 
authority £ 

cumulative 
saving £ 

cash 
flow £ 

   0.152  107157  0.124 13321   -
70,000

0 0        
1 27000  4104  80157  9939.468 3381.532 7485.532  7485.532 -

62,514

 
 

 



 
 

 

2 26730  4062.96  80427  9972.948 3348.052 7411.012  14896.54 -
55,103

3 26463  4022.33  80694.3  10006.09 3314.907 7337.237  22233.78 -
47,766

4 26198  3982.107  80958.93  10038.91 3282.093 7264.2  29497.98 -
40,502

5 25936  3942.286  81220.91  10071.39 3249.607 7191.893  36689.87 -
33,310

6 25677  3902.863  81480.27  10103.55 3217.447 7120.31  43810.18 -
26,190

7 25420  3863.835  81737.04  10135.39 3185.608 7049.442  50859.63 -
19,140

8 25166  3825.196  81991.24  10166.91 3154.087 6979.283  57838.91 -
12,161

9 24914  3786.944  82242.89  10198.12 3122.881 6909.825  64748.74 -5,251
10 24665  3749.075  82492.03  10229.01 3091.988 6841.063  71589.8 1,590
11 24492  3722.831  82664.69  10250.42 3070.579 6793.41  78383.21 8,383
12 24321  3696.771  82836.14  10271.68 3049.319 6746.091  85129.3 15,129
13 24151  3670.894  83006.38  10292.79 3028.209 6699.103  91828.4 21,828
14 23982  3645.198  83175.44  10313.75 3007.246 6652.444  98480.84 28,481
15 23814  3619.681  83343.31  10334.57 2986.43 6606.111  105087 35,087
16 23647  3594.344  83510  10355.24 2965.76 6560.103  111647.1 41,647
17 23481  3569.183  83675.53  10375.77 2945.234 6514.417  118161.5 48,161
18 23317  3544.199  83839.9  10396.15 2924.852 6469.051  124630.5 54,631
19 23154  3519.39  84003.12  10416.39 2904.613 6424.002  131054.5 61,055
20 22992  3494.754  84165.2  10436.48 2884.515 6379.269  137433.8 67,434
21 22831  3470.291  84326.14  10456.44 2864.558 6334.849  143768.6 73,769
22 22671  3445.999  84485.96  10476.26 2844.741 6290.74  150059.4 80,059
23 22512  3421.877  84644.65  10495.94 2825.063 6246.939  156306.3 86,306
24 22355  3397.923  84802.24  10515.48 2805.522 6203.446  162509.8 92,510
25 22198  3374.138  84958.72  10534.88 2786.118 6160.256  168670 98,670

         
 608086  92429.07  2070839  256784 76240.96 168670  

 Return on investment of the 27kWh scheme with the proposed FiT of 15.2p 
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